Feasibility and impact of multidisciplinary training of an evidence-based intervention within a pediatric psychiatry consultation service.
To train clinicians on a multidisciplinary pediatric consultation-liaison (CL) psychiatry service to administer an evidence-based intervention, biofeedback-assisted relaxation training (BART), in the inpatient medical setting and obtain their opinions about BART's utility and feasibility in the CL setting. Attendings and trainees on a multidisciplinary pediatric CL service received 3 h of BART training and completed a 10-item questionnaire designed to assess opinions about BART at two time points: after training but prior to using the intervention with patients and again 3 months after implementing the intervention in their clinical practice. Nineteen clinicians administered BART with 28 patients across the study period, and clinicians rated BART positively after training and significantly more positively after utilizing BART in the clinical setting. From post-training to post-implementation, trainees reported significant increases in their opinions that BART increased parent and patient receptiveness to psychiatric consultation (p<0.05) and attendings reported significant increases in their opinions that BART enhanced clinical intervention (p<0.05). BART training on a multidisciplinary CL service was well received by clinicians and patients and may enhance psychiatry trainees' repertoire of cognitive-behavioral and evidence-based interventions.